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INTRODUCTION 

The Jamul Indian Village (Jamul) is one of the eighteen federally recognized Indian Tribes in San Diego County and 
one of the thirteen Indian Bands in San Diego County that form the Kumeyaay Nation. Established in 1912, Jamul 
Indian Village is comprised of six contiguous acres of land located approximately 20 miles east of downtown San 
Diego (see Figure 1). Although the reservation has an official resident population of zero, it serves as a cultural 
center for more than 100 enrolled members and supports more than 1,000 jobs. The reservation is one of the 
largest employment centers in the area, making it a significant economic development catalyst and regional 
attraction for the community.   

Figure 1. Location of Jamul Indian Village Reservation 
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The Jamul reservation is accessible from the northwest and southeast via State Route 94 (SR-94), which provides the 
primary access into and out of the reservation for the tribe’s members and reservation’s employees and guests. In 
addition, SR-94 serves as a primary facility for the surrounding community as it provides access between Jamul 
Indian Village, Steele Canyon High School, commercial centers, residential homes, and open spaces (see Figure 2). 
SR-94 narrows from six-lanes to two-lanes with posted speeds ranging between 45 mph to 55 mph. However, 
drivers often travel above the posted speed limit. The corridor also lacks active transportation facilities such as bike 
lanes and sidewalks, creating an undesirable and unsafe environment for people to walk or bike. In addition, the 
lack of necessary acceleration/ deceleration lanes and traffic signals at intersections lead to unsafe merges, 
substandard pull outs, and high-speed collisions. The limited funding and resources to improve SR-94 has resulted 
in substandard roadway designs in certain locations and minimal facilities for people walking and biking, 
contributing to unsafe travel conditions for all users. 

Figure 2. Key Destinations Surrounding Jamul Indian Village 
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Jamul is committed to improving transportation safety to reduce the risk of fatal and serious injuries that result 
from incidents on the transportation system. The Jamul Indian Village Strategic Transportation Safety Plan (Safety 
Plan) summarizes the transportation safety needs and strategies for Jamul. Implementation of the Safety Plan will 
improve transportation safety for the Jamul Indian Village, their people, their visitors, and their surrounding 
community. The Safety Plan was developed with input from tribal leadership and established transportation safety 
partners.  

Jamul continues to establish working partnerships within the community and with outside partners to better serve 
existing transportation safety needs. Jamul initiated several safety programs through efforts with Jamul Tribal Law 
Enforcement, California Highway Patrol, and special events in an effort to reduce traffic related incidents. Jamul also 
actively participates in the Tribal Transportation Working Group, which partners with the San Diego Association of 
Governments (SANDAG), San Diego County, Caltrans, and the Southern California Tribal Chairman’s Association 
(SCTCA), in order to coordinate on transportation issues concerning tribal communities in San Diego County. 
Additionally, Jamul continues be an active stakeholder in the community by working with Caltrans to make roadway 
improvements, design projects, and provide funding for the installation of several traffic signals. These efforts 
spearheaded by Jamul greatly reduced the danger at several community intersections. This Safety Plan is a 
continuation of these safety efforts.  

VISION 
 Provide safe, sustainable, and efficient transportation to enhance the 

economy and standard of living for the Tribe and its neighboring community.  

SAFETY PARTNERS  
 BIA 
 SANDAG 
 Interagency Technical Working Group on Tribal Transportation Issues 
 County of San Diego 
 Southern California Tribal Chairman’s Association (SCTCA) 
 Tribal Law Enforcement, Fire Department, and Emergency Response 
 Steele Canyon High School 
 Jamul Tribal Gaming Commission  
 Tribe members and leadership 
 Caltrans 
 California Highway Patrol (CHP) 
 Calfire 
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PROCESS 
Providing safe, sustainable, and efficient transportation for their tribe members and their neighboring community is 
a primary goal for Jamul and their safety partners. Through the development of the Safety Plan, the Tribe continued 
their collaboration with their safety partners to discuss issues within the reservation, the region, and beyond. Safety 
concerns and data for areas around the Jamul reservation were collected and organized to identify critical safety 
issues. 

In the spring of 2019, Jamul held a Safety Plan kick-off meeting to collectively discuss previous safety efforts, as well 
as the vision for safety, critical issues, strategies, and the success factors that would measure the Safety Plan's 
effectiveness (see Appendix A). Jamul representatives from Leadership, Planning, Transportation, 
Security/Enforcement, and Fire, as well as representatives from Caltrans, San Diego County, Local Fire Department, 
County Sherriff, Steele Canyon High School, and Kimley-Horn attended the summit and contributed their local 
expertise.  

Using collision analysis, engineering evaluations, prior documents and information, and the ideas generated from 
the kick-off meeting, the Jamul Indian Village Strategic Transportation Safety Plan was developed. This Safety Plan 
focuses on the five E's of safety: Engineering, Enforcement, Education, Emergency Response, and Everyone. The key 
components of the Safety Plan include emphasis areas with an evaluation and implementation plan for each.  

EXISTING EFFORTS 
The Jamul Indian Village is committed to improving transportation safety to reduce the risk of death and serious 
injuries that result from incidents on the transportation system. The Tribe actively engages with multiple decision 
and policy-making bodies as well as various studies and safety initiatives to improve safety for all roadway users. 
The Jamul Indian Village is involved with the following efforts to promote transportation safety near the reservation: 

 SANDAG Tribal Transportation Working Group – Jamul is a member of the Working Group.  
 Southern California Tribal Chairmen's Association (SCTCA) – Regularly attend meetings with regional 

tribal leadership to promote tribal interests including transportation issues. 
 SANDAG Borders Committee – Attend meetings to promote tribal interests including transportation issues. 
 SR-94 Infrastructure Improvements – Jamul worked with Caltrans to install stoplights at the SR 94 

Intersections at Lyons Valley and Daisy Dr (entrance to Jamul Casino) to decrease high-speed collisions.  
 Special Event Traffic Control – Jamul maintains traffic control staff for each special event.  
 Impaired Driving Prevention – Jamul operates an impaired driving prevention program at gaming facility. 
 Onsite (Jamul Casino Facilities) Traffic Control  

o Speed feedback sign  
o Speedbumps  
o Direction enforcement bollards  
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DATA SUMMARY 
For the development of this Safety Plan, a collision data analysis was performed to reveal the number of fatal and 
severe injuries, crash types, and primary collision factors within a five-mile area of the reservation. This analysis 
helps the tribe understand what the potential causes are for fatal and severe collisions on their transportation 
network. Collision data between 2013 to 2017 from the California Highway Patrol (CHP) Statewide Integrated Traffic 
Records System (SWITRS) was organized by the number of fatal and severe injuries occurring within five miles of the 
Jamul reservation (see Table 1). The data was also compared to collisions within the unincorporated areas of San 
Diego County, California and all California tribe reservations.  

Table 1. Fatal and Severe Injuries 

  
Jamul 

5-Mile Area 

San Diego 
County 

(Unincorporated) California 
CA Tribal 

Land 
Number of Fatal & Severe Injuries 44 1,454 68,771 223 
CRASH TYPE     
Hit Object 25% 29% 22% 26% 
Overturned 23% 20% 9% 21% 
Broadside 18% 12% 19% 13% 
Head-On 14% 12% 9% 14% 
Sideswipe 9% 6% 7% 5% 
Vehicle/Pedestrian 7% 9% 18% 10% 
Rear End 5% 9% 11% 8% 
Other 0% 2% 4% 3% 
COLLISION FACTOR   
Improper Turning 23% 24% 18% 25% 
Driving or Bicycling Under the 
Influence of Alcohol or Drug 23% 22% 18% 24% 

Unsafe Speed 20% 23% 18% 17% 
Automobile Right of Way 14% 9% 10% 8% 
Wrong Side of Road 9% 7% 4% 7% 
Pedestrian Violation 7% 6% 10% 7% 
Improper Passing 5% 2% 1% 0% 
Other Than Driver (or Pedestrian) 0% 2% 2% 3% 
Other Hazardous Violation 0% 1% 1% 1% 
Unsafe Lane Change 0% 1% 3% 1% 
Traffic Signals and Signs 0% 1% 6% 2% 
Unknown 0% 1% 3% 3% 
Pedestrian Right of Way 0% 1% 4% 1% 
Unsafe Starting or Backing 0% 0% 1% 0% 
Other Improper Driving 0% 0% 1% 0% 

Data Source: Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) 2013-2017 
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Table 2 shows the percent of total collisions by crash types in a five-mile area of the Jamul reservation between 
2013 and 2017. Of the total collisions (1,170) in the five-mile area, the leading crash types are rear end (33%), hit 
object (26%), and broadside (15%). However, the top leading crash types for only fatal and severe collisions in the 
five-mile area are hit object (25%), overturned (23%), and broadside (18%). The percentages of the leading crash 
types for fatal and severe collisions only are relatively similar to unincorporated areas of San Diego County, 
California, and California Tribal Lands. 

Table 2. Percent of Total Collisions by Crash Types in Jamul Five-Mile Area 

 Crash Type 
Percent of Total 

Collisions 

Rear End 33% 
Hit Object 26% 
Broadside 15% 
Sideswipe 13% 
Overturned 6% 
Head-On 3% 
Other 3% 
Vehicle/Pedestrian 1% 
Number of Total Collisions in Jamul Five-Mile Area 1,170 

Data Source: Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) 2013-2017 

Table 3 shows the percent of total collisions in the five-mile area by collision factor between 2013 and 2017. Of the 
total collisions, the top leading collision factors are unsafe speed (32%), improper turning (26%), and automobile 
right of way (11%). However, the leading collision factors for only fatal and severe collisions in the five-mile area are 
improper turning (23%), driving or bicycling under the influence of alcohol or drug (23%), and unsafe speed (20%). 
These percentages for fatal and severe collisions are relatively in line with San Diego County and California Tribal 
Land except for the percentages in California.   
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Table 3. Percent of Total Collisions by Collision Factor in Jamul Five-Mile Area 

Collision Factor  
Percent of 

Total 
Collisions 

Unsafe Speed 32% 
Improper Turning 26% 
Automobile Right of Way 11% 
Driving or Bicycling Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drug 10% 
Unsafe Starting or Backing 5% 
Traffic Signals and Signs 3% 
Unsafe Lane Change 3% 
Wrong Side of Road 2% 
Unknown 2% 
Improper Passing 2% 
Other than Driver (or Pedestrian) 2% 
Following Too Closely 1% 
Number of Total Collisions in Jamul Five-Mile Area 1,170 

Data Source: Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) 2013-2017 

Table 4 shows the number of total collisions within the five-mile area that involved a pedestrian or bicyclist. 
Between 2013-2017, there are 34 collisions that involved a pedestrian or bicyclist.  

Table 4. Number of Total Collisions Within the Five-Mile Area of Jamul Involving a Pedestrian or Bicyclist 

Collisions Involving a Pedestrian or Bicyclist Within the Jamul Five-Mile Area 
Number 
of Total 

Collisions 
Number of Collisions Involving a Pedestrian 12 
Number of Collisions Involving a Bicyclist 22 
Number of Total Collisions Involving a Pedestrian or Bicyclist 34 

 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 displays the location of collisions within the immediate vicinity of Jamul and the surrounding 
community. As shown in these figures, there is a high density of collisions along SR-94. There is a large portion of 
fatal and severe collisions that have occurred on SR-94 for the community.  
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Figure 3. Collisions Within the Immediate Vicinity of Jamul Indian Village 
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Figure 4. Collisions Within the Community Surrounding Jamul Indian Village 
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EMPHASIS AREAS 
Emphasis Area 1: Improve Driver Expectancy 
Description: 

There are limited visual cues on the roadways to and from Jamul, creating an environment where drivers are unable 
to expect the tasks they may need to perform while driving. Visual cues help drivers understand what may come 
ahead and be able to adjust their driving to the upcoming roadway conditions. Drivers must be given consistent and 
coherent information if they are to be expected to behave in a consistent and safe manner. This information comes 
from the road geometry, signs, and markings.  

Figure 5. SR 94 conditions showing no signage of upcoming curve 

Many of the local roadways are undivided 
two-lane facilities that lack the necessary 
signs and markings to help facilitate driver’s 
expectancy of the upcoming roadway 
conditions. For instance, SR-94 is a winding 
road with limited signalized intersections, 
lighting, and occasional curves. There are 
limited to no acceleration/deceleration 
lanes to allow drivers the opportunity to 
speed up or slow down, causing stop-and-
go traffic and a high number of speed-
related collisions. Additionally, animals 
native to the area may enter the road, 
causing an unexpected situation for drivers 
especially when the road is lacking animal 
crossing signs. Because of the lack of 

lighting and advance-warning signs such as signs for merging traffic, winding road, and slow traffic ahead, drivers 
have difficulty preparing for potential hazards upcoming on the roadway. 

 DATA 
FINDING 

Nearly 59% of fatal and severe collisions within the five-mile area of Jamul are attributed to 
hitting an object or rear end accidents. About 58% of fatal and severe collisions within the five-
mile area are primarily caused by unsafe speeds and improper turning. Six of the unsafe speed 
related collisions involved a pedestrian or bicyclist.   

 

From the collision data and anecdotal information provided by Jamul stakeholders, factors contributing to accidents 
which are indicative of driver expectancy problems include: 
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 Improper turning, possibly from inadequate signage 
 Unexpected or inappropriate maneuvers or actions by road users (e.g., slow down of vehicles to make a 

turn onto an adjacent roadway or driveway, inability of vehicles to match the flow of traffic due to the lack of 
acceleration lanes) 

 Speeds that are inappropriate for the road conditions (e.g., high speeds on winding roadway, high speeds 
with upcoming curves) 

Goals: 

 Provide road users with sufficient visibility, advance signs, striping, and other traffic cues to safely reach 
their destination 

 Area-wide signage for road identification and traffic control 
 Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes at signalized and unsignalized intersections 

Strategies:  

 Improve sight distance  
 Provide advance signing and wayfinding  
 Provide turn lanes at intersections with higher turning volume movements  
 Add safety striping and rumble strips to centerlines and roadway edges  
 Provide accessible shoulders  
 Install lighting 

POTENTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

LOCATION 

Signage Improvements 

  Increase driver awareness by installing the following advanced warning signs: 

 Intersection ahead 
 Merging traffic 
 Set of curves 
 Animal crossing 
 Winding Road 
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Emphasis Area 2: Improve Active Transportation Facilities 
Description: 

The reservation of Jamul is situated in rural, 
unincorporated San Diego County where many of 
the roads lack active transportation infrastructure 
such as sidewalks, crosswalks, bike paths, 
intersection control, and speed controls that help 
provide a safe and comfortable environment for 
people walking and biking.  

There are many communities, especially students 
and the reservation’s employees that need 
appropriate and safe active transportation 
infrastructure to commute to key destinations such 
the Jamul Indian Village. Pedestrians frequently walk 
on the highway (SR 94), or on the gravel beside it, to 
move along the corridor. The high speeds on roads, 
lack of crosswalks, and absence of designated 
pedestrian and bike pathways create unsafe 
conditions, especially for students walking and biking to school and the tribe’s employees and members who walk 
and bike to the reservation.  

DATA FINDING 
Six fatal and severe collisions between 2013 and 2017 within the Jamul five-mile area involved a 
pedestrian or bicyclist. As there is limited active transportation infrastructure, the collisions 
occurred either in the road, shoulder, or crossing the street where there is no crosswalk. 

 

Goals:  

 Decrease number of pedestrians walking along the highway with high-speeding vehicles 
 Improve active transportation infrastructure by adding pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, and other amenities 

to make it safer for Jamul’s members and employees and community members to get to key destinations 
such as school, commercial centers, transit center, and the reservation 

 Encourage healthier lifestyles through active transportation infrastructure 

Strategies:  

 Install high-visibility crosswalk markings at the intersection of key destinations 
 Install advance school and pedestrian signage  
 Provide dedicated pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure to and from bus stops 

Figure 6. Lack of pedestrian and active transportation facilities 
along SR 94 
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 Install adequate street lighting 
 Widen street shoulders 
 Provide signage (e.g., pedestrian crossing ahead) to help drivers expect to slow down for pedestrians and 

bikes  

POTENTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

LOCATION 

Multiuse Pathway Along SR-94 

 Look into installing a mixed-use pathway along SR-94 for pedestrians and cyclists that is 
separated from the roadway and connects the reservation to nearby schools, bus stops, and 
commercial centers  
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Emphasis Area 3: Eliminate Impaired Driving 
Description: 

The second leading collision factor for fatal and severe injuries is between 2013 and 2017 in the five-mile area of 
Jamul is driving or biking under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, which is three percent higher than the next 
highest collision factor (unsafe speeds) and about nine percent higher than the fourth highest collision factor. The 
percentage of fatal and severe injuries due to a driver being under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs is higher 
than California and is relatively the same as unincorporated areas of San Diego County and other tribal lands. By 
law, drivers are alcohol-impaired when they have a blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of 0.08% or higher.  

DATA FINDING 
About 23% of fatal and severe injuries that occurred within the five-mile area involved impaired 
driving. 

 

Goals: 

 Reduce the number of fatal and severe injury accidents attributed to driving under the influence 

Strategies:  

 Authorize, publicize, and conduct sobriety checkpoints programs 
 Implement an impaired driving education campaign  
 Additional enforcement presence  
 Continued partnership with Jamul Casino to intercept potentially impaired drivers on-site 

POTENTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

LOCATION 

 Impaired driving education campaign (e.g., community awareness events) 
 Additional enforcement presence 
 Continued partnership with Jamul Casino to intercept potentially impaired drivers on-

site 
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Emphasis Area 4: Improve Intersection Safety 
Description:  

The risks associated with unsignalized rural highway intersections are relatively high. Motorists often travel at high 
speeds on rural highways, not expecting to have to suddenly yield to a slowing vehicle, a crossing pedestrian, or 
bicyclist. While rural intersection collisions occur less frequently than urban intersection collisions due to lower 
traffic volume, the severity of injury and/or fatality tends to be higher in rural collisions due to the average vehicle 
speed. A large portion of rural intersection fatalities occur at unsignalized intersections. Rural unsignalized 
intersections experience twice as many fatal crashes as urban unsignalized intersections. Many of the risks 
associated with unsignalized rural intersections occur along SR-94.  

DATA FINDING 
Locals note that the intersection of SR-94 and Otay Lakes Road tend to be extremely dangerous 
for those making left turns. This intersection typifies the issues associated with non-signalized 
intersections. 

 
Goals:  

 Improve intersections by incorporating safer crossings 
 Reduce the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflicts by improving intersection design  

Strategies:  

 Signalize intersections with low-visibility, heavy traffic flow, or high speeds 
 Create high-visibility crosswalks to improve pedestrian safety 
 Add early-warning systems to alert drivers of approaching intersections 

POTENTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

LOCATION 

 Signalize Intersection of I-94 and Otay Lakes to prevent blind turns and improve the 
intersection for all modes 
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Emphasis Area 5: Improve Roadway Geometry 
Description:  

The roadway geometry of roads in rural, unincorporated San Diego County is often substandard. Despite being a 
high-speed corridor, the SR-94 does not possess the necessary turn-lane infrastructure or general width of road to 
maintain safe travel for all users.  

DATA FINDING The fire station directly adjacent to the Jamul Indian Village lacks the necessary acceleration 
lane for its firetrucks and must perform risky entrance/exit maneuvers to respond to calls. 

 

Goals: 

 Increase roadway safety by improving roadway geometry  

Strategies:  

 Education  
o Work with schools  
o Organize targeted education campaign on safety problems at “high risk” intersections along SR 94  

 Engineering  
o Focus on lanes near the driveways of the fire station  

 Enforcement  
o Improve enforcement before/after school hours 
o Research grant opportunities to hire more speed enforcement  

 Emergency Response 

POTENTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

LOCATION 

 Fire station egress 
 Create merge lane for fire trucks exiting the fire station 
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EVALUATION & IMPLEMENTATION 
For this plan to be successful, it must be implemented and monitored. The success of the Safety Plan will be 
evaluated using of the process outlined below. This process will be useful to ensure proper implementation of 
objectives and to determine when updates are needed. 

 Quarterly progress meetings will be conducted to track the implementation of the plan. In addition, the 
success of the plan will be evaluated on an annual basis. 

 An update to the plan should be considered after five years. 
 Continued monitoring and recording of traffic incidents on tribal roadways by tribal law enforcement. 
 Maintain a list of focus areas where there are transportation safety concerns. 
 Continued participation and leadership with the Tribal Working Group to learn regional safety best practices 

and facilitate regional partnerships. 

CONCLUSION 
Jamul and its safety partners consider transportation safety to be a critical issue for the long-term health of the 
community. With a vision to “provide safe, sustainable, and efficient transportation that enhances the economy 
and standard of living for the Tribe and its neighboring community”, the Jamul Indian Village Transportation Safety 
Plan was developed.  

The development of this Safety Plan represents a continued effort to improve conditions of the transportation 
network in a strategic matter. The Plan is intended to be a dynamic document that can and will adapt to roadway 
improvements, legislation changes, and technological innovations. Jamul is committed to reducing the risk of deaths 
and serious injuries as a result of incidents that occur on the transportation network within and surrounding the 
reservation. 
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APPENDIX A. SAFETY PLAN KICK-OFF MEETING 
 

 



 JAMUL INDIAN VILLAGE TRIBAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLAN 

 

Safety Summit Agenda 
 

  1 
 

April 25th, 2019 

10:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

Jamul Community Center 

14191 Highway 94, Jamul, CA 

Introductions 

Introduce everyone at the table, discuss roles, and how they interface with transportation safety issues.  

Tribal Transportation Safety Plan Purpose 

Kimley-Horn to describe what a Safety Plan is, why it is important, and what it can help achieve in the 
future (unlocking additional grant funding). 

Safety Plan Components 

Discuss briefly the various components of the plan, facilitate discussion, and solicit initial feedback. 

Vision 

Give examples of vision statements and assign responsibilities amongst stakeholders to develop one for 
Jamul. 

Safety Partners 

Discuss who interfaces with transportation safety at Jamul as well as the other stakeholders they 
collaborate with (Caltrans, County, SANDAG, etc.) 

Existing Safety Programs and Initiatives 

Identify what is currently being done to positively impact transportation safety (roadway maintenance, 
educational programs, drunk driving policies, etc.). These may be formal or informal efforts.  

Existing Data Sources 

Review existing TIMS data and the patterns they reveal. Identify whether informal data sources existing 
about additional collisions.  

Evaluation and Implementation 

Discuss how Jamul might self-evaluate progress into the future and who is responsible for implementing 
recommendations. 

Current Challenges 

Group discussion of transportation issues Jamul is facing. These could be related to infrastructure (e.g. 
traffic signals), conditions (e.g., poor sight lines), or patterns (e.g. cut-through traffic) 
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SAFETY SUMMIT
JAMUL INDIAN VILLAGE TRIBAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLAN

southeast on Campo Road, entrance to Jamul Indian Village

WHO IS IN THE ROOM?
Introduce yourself!

Discuss your role at your agency & how you interface with transportation safety issues.

2SAFETY SUMMIT

heading southeast on Campo Road

WHAT IS A TRANSPORTATION 
SAFETY PLAN?

• Collaborative and comprehensive document 

• Identifies transportation safety issues 

• Develops strategies to address issues

• Leads to projects that make the
transportation system safer

3SAFETY SUMMIT

WHAT IS THE PROCESS?

4



2

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

5

• Proactive 
approach to 
addressing 

safety issues

• Foster
multidisciplinary 

cooperation

• Developing key 
partnerships

• Increase access to
safety funding

• Safer roadways

VISION

• A vision statement:
• Drives the Transportation Safety Plan
• Clear description of the desired outcome or future for

safety in a tribe
• Motivates stakeholders and the community to support

improved transportation safety

Example:

• “to improve transportation safety within our tribe in
order to significantly reduce the number of people 
being killed and seriously injured”

6SAFETY SUMMIT

students walking along SR 94

walking paths along SR 94

students walking along SR 94
SR 94 conditions

SAFETY PARTNERS
Active communication with key safety stakeholders can create an environment 
that allows them to share expertise, ideas, and resources.

7SAFETY SUMMIT

Who interfaces with transportation safety at Jamul? Who are the 
stakeholders the tribe should collaborate with?

EXISTING SAFETY PROGRAMS & INITIATIVES

What is currently being done to positively impact 
transportation safety?

8SAFETY SUMMIT

heading southeast on Campo Roadheading southeast on Campo Road
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EXISTING DATA SOURCES

9

Draw upon traffic, roadway, & crash data to identify specific areas where safety issues exist

• Gather Data
• Crash Data – police crash reports
• Roadway Data – speed limits, roadway design characteristics, and condition of sidewalks and

crosswalks
• Traffic Volume Data – calculate crash rates

• Supplement Limited Data
• Anecdotal evidence
• Areas of concerns for stakeholders & tribal members

SAFETY SUMMIT

WHAT DOES THE DATA SAY?

10

Top Collision Factor Type 
for all Collisions

Percent of Total 
Collisions

Unsafe Speed 32%

Improper Turning 26%

Automobile Right of Way 11%
Driving or Bicycling Under the 
Influence of Alcohol or Drug 10%

Unsafe Starting or Backing 5%

Traffic Signals and Signs 3%

Unsafe Lane Change 3%

Wrong Side of Road 2%
Note: 5-Mile Area of Jamul Indian Village
Data Source: SWITRS 2013-2017

SAFETY SUMMIT

Crash Type for 
All Collisions

Percent of 
Total Collisions

Rear End 33%

Hit Object 26%

Broadside 15%

Sideswipe 13%

Overturned 6%

Head-On 3%

Other 3%

Vehicle/Pedestrian 1%
Note: 5-Mile Area of Jamul Indian Village
Data Source: SWITRS 2013-2017

671

737

162

293

SEVERITY TYPE

Property Damage Only Fatal

Severe Injury Other Visible Injury

Complaint of Pain

34
collisions involved a pedestrian or bicyclist

Note: 5-Mile Area of Jamul Indian Village
Data Source: SWITRS 2013-2017

WHAT DOES THE DATA SAY?

11SAFETY SUMMIT

671

737

162

293

SEVERITY TYPE

Property Damage Only Fatal

Severe Injury Other Visible Injury

Complaint of Pain

Collision Factor Type of 
Fatal & Severe Collisions

Percent of Total 
Fatal & Severe 

Collisions
Driving or Bicycling Under the 
Influence of Alcohol or Drug 23%

Improper Turning 23%

Unsafe Speed 20%

Automobile Right of Way 14%

Wrong Side of Road 9%

Pedestrian Violation 7%

Improper Passing 5%

Note: 5-Mile Area of Jamul Indian Village
Data Source: SWITRS 2013-2017

Note: 5-Mile Area of Jamul Indian Village
Data Source: SWITRS 2013-2017 6

collisions involved a pedestrian or bicyclist

Crash Type of Fatal 
& Severe Collisions

Percent of 
Total Fatal & 

Severe 
Collisions

Hit Object 25%

Overturned 23%

Broadside 18%

Head-On 14%

Sideswipe 9%

Vehicle/Pedestrian 7%

Rear End 5%
Note: 5-Mile Area of Jamul Indian Village
Data Source: SWITRS 2013-2017

EVALUATION & IMPLEMENTATION

How should we evaluate progress in the future? 
Who is responsible for implementing recommendations?
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heading northwest on Campo Road
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EXISTING CHALLENGES & 
CONCERNS

• What is your biggest concern for road safety in
our community? What could make our 
roadways safer?

• Where are the unsafe roadways and 
intersections in your neighborhood? What
contributes to them being unsafe?

• Are there areas that are unsafe for pedestrians 
or cyclists? Why?

• Where is speeding a concern? Why?

• Others?

13SAFETY SUMMIT

crosswalk conditionsshoulder conditions

speed conditions

EMPHASIS AREAS

Examples:

• Distracted and drowsy driving

• Seat-belt use

• Impaired driving

• Speed management

• Hazardous locations

• Roadway and lane departures

• Intersection safety

• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety

• Incident response

14SAFETY SUMMIT

Identifying safety issues that could 
be resolved through specific 
strategies

What emphasis areas do you 
think the Transportation Plan 
should focus on?

THANK YOU
JAMUL INDIAN VILLAGE TRIBAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLAN

southeast on Campo Road, entrance to Jamul Indian Village

http://tribalsafety.org/




